Allelic imbalance on chromosome 10 in rat endometrial adenocarcinomas.
Earlier work using comparative genome hybridization (CGH) has shown that rat chromosome 10 (RNO10) is frequently involved in cytogenetic aberrations in BDII rat endometrial adenocarcinomas (EAC). Relative reduction in copy number (chromosomal deletions) was seen in the proximal to middle part of the chromosome, whereas there were increases in copy number in the distal part. The occurrence of RNO10 aberrations was further analyzed in DNA from primary tumor material from 42 EACs and 3 benign endometrial tumors using allelotyping of microsatellite markers. We found frequently that there were 4 quite distinct RNO10 regions that exhibited allelic imbalance. Based on these findings we believe that genes with relevance to EAC tumor development are situated in each of these chromosome regions. Extrapolation of our microsatellite marker data to the rat draft DNA sequence will facilitate the definition of the regions at the level of the DNA and to select and characterize candidate genes within each of the affected chromosome regions.